usually involve shapes made out of lines and planes and solids, things like boxes, curves, and triangles. They might come in different colours, and have different textures or other qualities. They can be seen in a variety of ways without being right or wrong.
Consider a classical representation, the sentence: 'I wish I were lying on a beach in Maui'. This is an example of the kind of representation used to write this paper. It is the kind of representation we use all the time to communicate to each other and to computers, and to conduct most of the affairs of the day. The sentence is divided into units -words -that are divided into smaller primitives -letters. And as will be shown shortly, the words can be composed into larger constituents, and these into still larger ones to get at the meaning of the whole sentence.
Despite its ubiquity, classical representation does not go unchallenged. Fifty years ago, Susan Langer (1982) argued for the advantages of presentational or non-classical representation over discursive or classical representation in the arts. And today, there are even reasons to believe that the sciences could profit from a non-classical approach. Hilary Putnam (1987) , a philosopher of science, finds this possibility striking and convincing. He writes:
Since
the end of the nineteenth century, science itself has begun to take on a 'non-classical' -that is, a nonseventeenth-century -appearance … That there are ways of describing what are (in some way) the 'same facts' which are (in some way) 'equivalent' but also (in some way) 'incompatible' is a strikingly non-classical phenomenon.
(p.29) Now, the best that can be said about a non-classical phenomenon such as the shape in Figure 2a is to point to it. However, it is also possible to turn it into a classical representation by describing it verbally or by giving it a name. A verbal description of the shape would have to be a very complicated one to describe even a few of the many equivalent, possibly incompatible, facts about the shape. For example, the shape can be described as two squares, one inscribed in the other as in Figure 2b . But the shape is much more than this description or any other can convey. In fact, no finite description says everything there is to say about the shape. The shape is also four triangles [ Fig. 2c ] and two envelopes, or two blunt arrows, or two pencil points [Fig. 2d] . Indeed, the shape is anything you want it to be that stays in the lines -such as two Ls and two overlapping Us [Fig. 2e] . Or the shape can be divided arbitrarily, in any way whatsoever. For example, it can be divided by drawing a crazy curve through it so that pieces on one side are one part, and pieces on the other side are another part [Fig. 2f] .
In sum, representations come in two kinds: the non-classical ones made with things like lines and planes and solids in shapes, and the classical ones made with things like numbers, words, and symbols. Now how does the classical/non-classical distinction work for process?
Process
We can think about a computational process in terms of explanation and results. If a computational process explains what is happening, if it provides the rules of the game and these are meant to be understandable, then the process is classical. But if what is of most interest is the result of a computation, and if there is little concern with understanding how a result is achieved, then the process is a non-classical one. Computation is indifferent to this distinction. Both kinds of process are equally computational.
The classical notion of classical process comes from the linguists -Noam Chomsky and others -and their friends, the cognitive scientists. Chomsky's (1957) phrase structure grammar. A phrase structure grammar is based on a finite number of symbols specified in advance. It has a start symbol and finitely many rules that say how to put symbols together to make sentences, or more accurately, sentences and their structural descriptions. The seven rules shown in Figure 5a are applied recursively, beginning with the start symbol, to generate the sentence 'The architect met an engineer'. The derivation, or computation, of the sentence provides an explanatory description of the sentence relative to the rules. Figure 5b is a 'tree' (the linguistic concept behind Daniel Hillis's notion of hierarchy) that recapitulates the application of the rules in the computation. The sentence and its parts are clearly -that is, classically -laid out in the course of applying rules. The representation, too, is classical, because all of the parts are combinations of antecedently specified symbols. There are no other possibilities. This view of computation is incredibly compelling, and almost impossible to shake. It goes back at least to Thomas Hobbes in the seventeenth century. It is still the dominant view of computation today. In fact, the idea is tried usefully in other domains outside linguistics, including architecture. Figure 5c is another kind of phrase structure grammar that incorporates architectural components (window elements and pediments) represented classically with symbols and combined in a classical, explanatory process. Symmetrical window patterns are generated by the rules and given a structural description in the course of rule applications. The first rule of the grammar S → aSa shows clearly the bilateral symmetry of the patterns produced. The structural description of each pattern generated is a tree in which the pattern and its equally symmetric parts are distinguished. For example, Figure 5d is the tree description for the pattern aabaa. This is the kind of description that makes further explanation unnecessary. We know how to get the pattern, how to distinguish its architecturally relevant parts, and how everything hangs together.
Classical computation also extends to nonlinguistic computation, for example, cellular Hillier and Hanson (1984) looked at village settlements in southern France. They observed the common characteristics of these villages, in particular the way they form beady rings [ Fig. 7a] . Beady ring settlements are encapsulated in rules [ Fig. 7b ]. There are closed cells and open cells that interact locally just like in Conway's Game of Life. Interactions respond to certain kinds of adjacency requirements. These adjacency requirements are different than those for Life, but good for settlements. When rules are applied locally, global beady ring patterns are generated.
The idea of cellular automata can be relaxed a little, so that cells are not really in a grid, but still behave like interacting units in conversation and in response to local rules. A good example is the recent work of Peter Testa (2001) , with what he calls Emergent Design. Emergent Design develops the notions of artificial life, itself an outgrowth of cellular automata. In one of Testa's studio-directed projects, housing units are aggregated according to rules that specify possible spatial relationships. For example, if a house is three to five units of measure away from another house, the first house can be moved one unit of measure closer to the second [ Fig. 8 ].
Classical/non-classical computation
Testa's work leads nicely to computation in which representation is still classical, but in which process, or the act of computing, is non-classical. This is classical/non-classical computation [ Fig. 9] .
In classical/non-classical computation, explanation is divorced from computation. Typical of non-classical processes are evolutionary or genetic algorithms in which a host of outside criteria not given directly in the rules play a significant role in the outcomes. Another project [ Fig. 10 ] from Testa's Emergent Design work is a good example of the classical/non-classical mode of computation. In this project, a genetic algorithm is used to array spaces in an office building, subject to certain criteria. The reasons for particular arrangements may be obscure in the genetic algorithm. With genetic algorithms in general, rules and constraints may be introduced simply to see what they do. In the end, there may be no explanation, but there may be plenty of effective results. 
Non-classical/classical computation
Let's turn now to the inversion of classical/nonclassical computation, to computation that uses non-classical representation -representation without units and primitives -in a classical process. This is non-classical/classical computation [ Fig. 11 ].
Shape grammars
The best example of this kind of computation is shape grammars. Shape grammars were invented about 25 years ago by two young engineering undergrads at MIT, George Stiny and Jim Gips (1972) . Shape grammars were one of the earliest computational systems for doing design directly through computations on shapes, rather than indirectly through computations on text or symbols. This invention was a purely visual computational system for designing rather than a verbal, text-based one.
The representation of visual objects in shape grammars is strictly non-classical. However, the original conception of shape grammars and the many applications of shape grammars that followed are very classical in terms of process. Figure 12a is a simple example from Terry Knight's (1994) book, Transformations in Design, of what a shape grammar looks like and how it works. The grammar is based on a Greek cross, a common scheme for 'classical' architectural plans. A Renaissance church design based on a Greek cross is shown. The plan of the church can be decomposed into two 2x1 rectangles. To produce the Greek cross, the shapes are arranged to form the spatial relation shown.
The rectangles and spatial relation are used to define the initial, or starting, shape and the rule of the grammar. The rule says that if (the leftside of the rule) a 2×1 rectangle can be found in a design in any orientation or any size, then (the rightside of the rule) another 2×1 rectangle can be laid on top to form the Greek cross. The non-classical representation used by the rule allows it to recognize and to operate on shapes not explicitly defined or premeditated by either the author or the user of the grammar. In the computation shown, the rule applies recursively to generate a more elaborate Greek cross. Notice how the rule applies to smaller, 'emergent' rectangles.
The rule can be used to compute many other designs by applying or not applying it to different rectangles in a computation. Figure 12b shows a few other designs that can be computed. All of these designs can be explained and understood in terms of the original Greek cross spatial relation and rule.
More ambitious grammars
The shape grammar above is very elementary. Over the past years, many more ambitious and specialized shape grammars have been developed in response to a variety of design problems. These problems can be divided roughly into two kinds: analysis problems and original design problems. In analysis applications, shape grammars are applied in the most classical sense. They are applied to explain design styles. The first analytic shape grammar was one for Chinese ice-ray designs written by Stiny (1977) [ Fig. 13 ]. This grammar set the standards for the classical, descriptive power of a shape grammar. The four rules of the grammar (shown in abridged form) capture the compositional conventions of ice-ray designs. They even suggest the constructional conventions that Chinese artisans might have used to fabricate the designs as window grilles. Many more analytic grammars followed from the ice-ray grammar. The first architectural shape grammar was one for Palladian villa plans (Stiny and Mitchell, 1978) . Designs generated by the grammar Fig. 14] . The first analytic three-dimensional shape grammar was a grammar for Frank Lloyd Wright's prairie houses (Koning and Eizenberg, 1981) . Figure 15 shows some original and hypothetical houses computed by the grammar. Analysis work continues today, and continues to broaden in scope, with important new work coming from engineering and product design. What about original design applications? These originate with George Stiny's (1980) work on abstract, kindergarten grammars using the Froebel blocks [ Fig. 16] . Taken into graduate design studios, grammars like this have been the impetus for a remarkable series of design projects. These include projects for different building types, different sites, and different programmes. Figures 17a-f show some examples of design projects, completed in courses taught by Terry Knight at UCLA and MIT beginning in 1990. In all of these projects, the simple, visual rules used to develop designs are meant to explain, in the classical sense, how the designs come about. But is explanation as critical to design problems as it is to analysis problems like the ones shown earlier?
Design work with grammars has also raised questions of design process and design methodology.
For example, what kind of methodology can be used to develop or design a grammar itself? To help answer this question, an MIT student recorded a protocol analysis of herself designing a housing complex with grammars. The different stages of grammatical design that were documented are given in Figure 18a . The end product of that design process is shown in Figure 18b .
Emergence
What are the properties of shape grammars that have made all of this work possible? The nonclassical representation employed by shape grammars is closely tied to a computational term popular in recent years: emergence. This is a term used today in many different ways. Often, it refers to the global, unexpected behaviour or outcomes that emerge from decentralized, local rules. Emergence is central to shape grammars. Shape grammars give rise to emergent forms and behaviours in the same way that other computational systems do. But there is more -as the example in Figure 19a shows. The rule in this Figure concatenates squares. After two steps in a computation, the rule produces an emergent shape, an L shape -not unexpected, but emergent nonetheless. This much happens in most computational systems. But with shape grammars we can do more than just recognize emergent forms like this one. We can use emergent forms themselves as input for further computations. We can use them actively. We can do things with, and do things to, emergent forms in an ongoing computation. For example, a new rule can be added to the one just shown that does something with the emergent L, for instance, shifts it diagonally and continues with the computation shown in Figure 19b .
Three kinds of emergence in a shape grammar can be distinguished: anticipated, possible, and
unanticipated.
With anticipated emergence (an oxymoron!), the author of a grammar writes rules and knows, by looking at the rules, that certain shapes will emerge. In anticipation of these emergent shapes, rules that operate on them are included in the grammar. With possible emergence, the author of a grammar writes rules and thinks that, perhaps, certain shapes might emerge. But this isn't known for sure. Contingency plans are then made for these shapes by writing rules that apply to them just in case they occur. With unanticipated emergence, the author writes rules and computes with the rules. Shapes emerge that were not anticipated or premeditated in any way. In order to compute with these shapes, the grammar needs to be updated with new rules. These rules are not easy to include at the outset because the shapes to which they apply were not expected. Figure 20a is an example of anticipated emergence. The first rule of the grammar concatenates equilateral triangles. Knowing something about equilateral triangles, it is easy to predict that the rule will apply to create an emergent hexagon. In anticipation of emergent hexagons, a rule that picks out or does something to a hexagon is included in the grammar. This is the second rule -a hexagon finding rule. Anticipated emergence such as this is key to analysis applications of shape grammars. In analysis, emergence is necessary but must be anticipated, so that only a limited range of designs is computed. Figure 20b is an example of possible emergence. The first rule overlaps a triangle on top of an existing triangle. Some experimentation with this rule reveals an emergent fish. It comes up in the fourth design computed. Knowing how this fish emerges from the triangles, it is easy to predict that an infinite number of such fish will emerge in computations. In fact, a much smaller fish emerges near the end of the computation. A rule that picks out emergent fish is included in the grammar. This is the second rule. It is applied in the fourth step and in the last step of the computation. The first, triangle rule generates a kind of triangular grid. A number of other creatures besides fish might emerge from this information technology arq . vol 5 . grid. Perhaps a swan, perhaps a cat. Just in case these creatures emerge, two other rules are included in the grammar. But will these rules ever apply? Figure 20c -a fragment of Figure 20b -is an unanticipated emergence. Two overlapping fish combine in an unexpected way to form a more complex fish, a totally unanticipated fish. The emergent fish is outlined with bold lines. In order to do something with this emergent fish, a new, emergent rule [ Fig. 20d ] can be added to the grammar.
Another look at the design, and other unexpected shapes may show themselves -such as the face (outlined in bold) in Figure 20e . A new rule acting on this new form can be defined in Figure 20f . While perhaps unwelcome in analysis applications, unanticipated emergence like this is key to design applications. This is what happens when we design. The way shape grammars handle emergence may be viewed as a formal counterpart of Donald Schon's (1983) back talk and reflective interaction with the stuff of design. It shows that creative behaviour in design, at least in Schon's sense, is not beyond computation.
What makes emergence possible? The answer is unambiguous -ambiguity. Ambiguity is the special property of concrete things like shapes that lets you see them in different ways whenever you like. Ambiguity gets a bad press. One of the pioneers of cognitive science, George Miller (1983) Figure 21b to find out. The trick is to see that the fourth shape in this computation is both three triangles -the rotated versions of the original triangles -and two triangles as well. With the second description, three triangles can be produced from two that are rotated appropriately. The sequence of triangles, without ever erasing or adding any, is 3 -3 -3 -2 -2 -3 -3 -3 -3. This is not magic. It is ambiguity. And this is just what non-classical representations in shape grammars are good for. Nothing is fixed in advance. There are neither units, primitives, nor definitions. But perhaps this is just an isolated computation. How common is ambiguity anyway? It is everywhere, whenever shapes are involved. For example, it is easy to generalize the computation with triangles using the shapes in the potentially infinite table shown in Figure 21c . Ambiguity is anywhere you have a rule to find it, and that's everywhere. And if explanation is desired, there is an algebraic theory about how all of this works. Figure 22 depicts the algebras of shapes for points, lines, planes, and solids (Stiny, 2001) . These algebras have a classification in terms of whether or not the indices i and j are 0. Most importantly, the atomic algebras are defined when i = 0. They formalize classical representation. There is no reason to think that verbal and visual devices are not both part of a single mathematical theory. The non-atomic algebras for lines, planes, and solids are defined when i is greater than 0. They take care of non-classical representation.
Non-classical/non-classical computation
What happens when the kind of non-classical representation described here is used in a nonclassical process? We have non-classical/non-classical computation [ Fig. 23] .
There are not yet many examples of this. In nonclassical/non-classical computation, explicit explanation may be abandoned, but effective results are not. Kristina Shea's (1999) program for generating free form structures, called Eiform, is a good example of non-classical/non-classical computation. Figure 24a shows some shape rules used in Eiform.
The rules are general -so much so that they generate forms that may or may not be structurally feasible. However, computations with these rules are orchestrated by a host of outside criteria. These contribute to making the whole process nonclassical. Factors like efficiency, economy, utility, and aesthetics are put together in an optimization process called shape annealing [Fig. 24b] . The results of computations are no longer explainable by the shape rules or by the computations themselves. Figure 24c shows the kind of impressive, artistic, and structurally sound form that results. And, in a more architectural vein, it is easy to imagine putting together a collection of rules, say floorplan rules [ Fig. 24d ] that have been useful at one time or another individually, and then seeing what the rules do when they act and evolve together in an evolutionary process. This is exactly what Hillis did in evolving his number sorting programs. There is no claim to explanation, because it is almost impossible to know how the evolved grammars work.
There's more … Computation has been described in this paper in terms of representation and process. However, representation and process are just two aspects of computation among a host of many, many others. In many ways, computation is much like shapes. There is always some other way to describe it that may prove insightful. One's work is never done.
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